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Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) were introduced [1, 2, 3] to deal with environments where
interruptions or disruptions of service were expected. Such networks usually lack of end-to-end
paths or any infrastructure to help communications. Usually, there is neither guarantee about
the availability of the connections nor the topology of the network. Opportunistic networks are
a special case of DTN that exploit systematically the mobility of nodes. When nodes contacts
occur, routing protocols can exploit them to forward messages. In the absence of stable end-to-end
paths, spatio-temporal paths are created opportunistically. Opportunistic networks are suitable for
communications in pervasive environments that are saturated by other devices. The ability to self-
organize using the local interactions among nodes, added to mobility, leads to a shift from legacy
packet-based communications towards a message-based communication paradigm. Opportunistic
networks can be associated with human networks where people are moving around. In this work,
we study the use of Temporal Random Walks (TRW) as a simple method that can adapt itself to
the selforganizing evolution of opportunistic networks.
Opportunistic networks can be crucial to provide solutions that scale to the future demands of
mobile networking. For instance, The introduction of a new mobile infrastructure as TRW may help
to resolve current problems on Network Oﬄoading [4, 5, 6]. Natural disasters such as earthquakes,
hurricanes and forest fires, can have a huge impact on the way people communicate [7]. The
deployment of a self-managed opportunistic networks as TRW may help to improve communications
in disaster or censorship scenarios. Mobile crowdsourcing systems (MCS) [8, 9, 10] are usually
employed for these scenarios. TRW as an opportunistic crowdsourcing architecture able to do
both: gather data among peers and distribute a filtered and global approximation for the measures.
This work is focused on the so called opportunistic networks. In these networks, mobile
nodes may interact using their contacts as a communication opportunity. The store-carry-forward
paradigm allows nodes to exploit spatiotemporal paths created by contact opportunities in order
to deliver messages over time. Such routing mechanism usually provides some kind of message
replication in order to increase the probability of message delivery. Instead we raise the question:
can we design a mobile and opportunistic infrastructure that could help deliver messages? In the
quest to provide such infrastructure, we study the application of temporal random walks (TRW)
over the opportunistic networks. We base this idea on the following analogy: in a gathering of
people without Internet connectivity, a simple way to share a piece of content is to pass a USB
key. Each participant can add new information or a message when he or she receives the key. The
same principle can be used as a publish/subscribe medium where everybody will get a copy of one
specific message. Each person using the key can pass it to another nearby random person. This is
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Figure 1: Dynamics of temporal random walks
the basis of a random walk where the network topology is changing according to the opportunistic
contacts between participants. We explore the application and impact of TRW as a minimal and
non invasive infrastructure from two points of view: data forwarding and data recollection.
The major contribution of this work is the introduction of a mobile lightweight communication
infrastructure that emerges from the behavior of the opportunistic network itself. We propose the
use of “Temporal random walks” (TRWs) to provide such self-infrastructure. The TRW architecture
is basically a random walk in a temporal network that is exploited as a communication method.
For instance, in Figure 1 we see that at time t1 A is selected as the starting node. At this time,
A is connected with {B,C,D}. C is randomly selected with 1/3 probability. Then at time t2 the
connections have changed. We can see that C is connected with {B,D}. In this case B is selected
randomly with 1/2 probability. Finally, at time t3 E is selected as the only connected node. We see
that the token is passed among nodes in the following contact sequence: {A t1−→ C,C t2−→ B,B t3−→ E}
and hence the TRW mapping will be trw = {((w, t1), A), ((w, t2), C), ((w, t3), B)}. We notice two
things: (i) the degree of a node changes with time (δA(t1) = 3, δA(t2) = 0, δA(t3) = 1), hence the
selection probabilities change, and (ii) in the temporal random walk we can profit from temporal
paths that are created with the evolution of the communication: the path between A and E only
exists thanks to other nodes’ contacts.
Since the token passing in TRW is defined as an atomic operation, we can see it as the forwarding
of one simple message among nodes. Hence,to evaluate the performance of our approach, we
study the buffer occupancy of simple message forwarding. We focus on the drop ratio for message
forwarding considering finite buffers by modeling message drops with a continuous time Markov
chain (CTMC). We address the worst case scenario created by one-packet buffers for message
forwarding in homogeneous intercontact times (ICT). We then explore the idea of token-sharing as
a routing mechanism. Instead of using contacts as mere opportunities to transfer messages, we use
them to pass the token over time. The evolution of the token is ruled by the TRW process. Sending
a message is equivalent to copying it into the token. Eventually the destination node will get the
token and all its addressed messages. We study the delivery effectiveness of such approach.
Finally, we study how to apply the TRW in order to monitor opportunistic networks. Compared
to wired networks, opportunistic networks are challenging to monitor due to their lack of infras-
tructure and the absence of predictable endto-end paths. We present the feasibility, limits and
convergence of monitoring such networks. More specifically, we focus on the efficient monitoring of
the ICT between participating nodes.
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